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Abstract

We describe in this paper how to facilitate ad hoc routing with a particle filter in a hostile radio environment

for multi-hop wireless ad hoc networks that connect multi-robots. The proposed scheme increases a connection's

throughput by exploiting alternative links without going through the procedure of route discovery when link

failure happens among multi-robots' networking. The scheme is implemented by using a particle filter to find

strongly connected nodes. The filter estimates the probability distribution function in a sample-based manner

with N particles. The particles are associated with a weight which represents the probability of the

corresponding node to be the node with the best link. At every step of the estimation, the weights of particles

are calculated and particles are resampled based on the weights. Since a node with the strongest link status

possesses the largest number of particles, we take this node to forward the packets.
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I. Introduction

For the wireless networking of multi-robots, we

traditionally use routing techniques in multi-hop

wireless ad hoc networks similar to those in wired

networks [1,2]. The routing protocols choose the

best path between a source and a destination robot,

and forward each packet through this pathmult the

case of link failures, the source robot should recover

the path by conop wing a route discovery again as

soon as it knows about the failure. This procedure

not only wastes network bandwidth but also incurs

a service discontinuity to the connection during the

recovery period.

In this paper, we propose a particle filter based

scheme of assisting the ad hoc routing protocol,

where each node is allowed to use multiple links for

establishing a routing path for a pair of source

robot and destination robot, to utilize a particle filter

[3,5] to choose a link with highest reliability, and to

forward packets to the chosen link.

II. Problem formulation

As well-perceived, wireless links are exposed to

hostile radio environments. Thus, many wireless

links cannot permanently stay at the state of

reliability, 1.0, called the ON state, or at the

opposite state of reliability, 0.0, called the OFF

state. In other words, each wireless link status can

have any value of reliability in between 0.0 and 1.0,

from time to time, which means that the links do

not always successfully transmit data nor drop data

in a given interval.

On top of this unstable wireless link, an ad hoc

routing protocol should choose the best path

between a pair of source and destination points.

However, any unstable link over the path cannot

guarantee that the best path is continuously best in

the whole session of data transmissions. Usually if

some node on the path discovers a failure in the

course of forwarding packets, it reports the failure

to the source node and asks the node to again

conduct route discovery, or this node attempts to

make a detour in order to avoid the point of failure.

This procedure of recovery wastes the network

bandwidth and causes a service discontinuity for the

connection.
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In this letter, we propose to use multiple paths for

a single pair of source and destination by allowing

each intermediate node to use multiple link

information, and then to exploit a particle fillter to

choose the best link according to the link status at

the instant of forwarding packets. Consequently, the

routing path can be more robust to link failures and

also the overall network can avoid temporal

partitioning.

III. Algorithm description

The particle filter is a recursive filter that

estimates the probability distribution function in a

sample-based manner. This filter is used for

non-linear system such as,

x xv , (1)

z xn , (2)

where x and z are a node to forward the

packet and the measurement of link status for i-th

particle at time step k. Here, v and n are

system and measurement noises at time step k.

Initially, the particle filter generates N particles

x   ⋯ associated with a weight w
which represents the probability of the

corresponding node x  to be the node with the

best link status. Then, the filter conducts the

following three steps, repeatedly. First, the filter

predicts the node at the next time step by

x xv . Second, the filter updates

each particle's weight w based on the new

measurement of link status z  as in (4) under

an assumption that the measurement noise n is in

the Gaussian form with a covariance of R.

w  R 


× (3)

exp
zx  Rzx  .

Third, the filter regenerates particles x
by

deleting particles with small weights and

interchanging them with particles with higher

weights. By these procedures, the number of

particles with higher weights increases. Thus, a

node with the strongest link status possesses the

largest number of particles, and we take this node

to forward the packets. The main advantage of the

usage of the particle filter is that the choice of a

node with the best link status is performed at a

higher speed. This feature is enabled by the fact

that the particle filter uses a limited number of

particles. If some nodes are more strongly connected

than others, the number of particles for these nodes

increases. For other nodes which are weakly

connected, the number of particles for those nodes

significantly decreases not only by the weak

connection but also by migrations of particles to the

strongly connected nodes.

Fig. 1. A network topology used for the simulation.

V. Simulation results

As already described, the proposed particle filter

based scheme assists the routing software by

maintaining multiple link information made possible

by retaining old path information, rather than

discarding it when new path information is

available, and choosing the best link according to

the current link status. For the simulation study, we

have the network topology in Fig. 1, where node 0

can directly communicate with nodes 1 and 2; node

1 can communicate with nodes 0, 2, and 3; node 2

can communicate with nodes 0, 1, and 3; and node

3 can communicate with nodes 1 and 2. With this

topology, we conducted a simulation study with a

ns-2 network simulator and the following simulation

scenarios:
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1. The total simulation time is 80s;

2. Node 0 transmits FTP traffic to node 3 via

node 1 or node 2;

3. All of the nodes employ Ad Hoc On-Demand

Distance Vector(AODV) routing as a wireless

ad hoc routing protocol;

4. In the periods of [10s, 20s], [30s, 40s], and

[50s, 60s], all wireless links around node 1

come to experience a 0.85 Packet Error

Rate(PER) (which means that node 1 receives

and transmits only 15% of the traffic) and

those of node 2 come to have 0.15 PER (which

means that node 2 successfully receives and

sends 85% of the traffic).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. TCP throughput when a) AODV routing and b)

particle filter-assisted AODV routing is used.

Fig. 2(a) shows the time-varying fluctuation of

TCP throughput when we do not use the proposed

scheme. Initially, AODV uses node 1 to reach node

3, where the routing path is node 0, node 1, and

node 3. When the routing starts to encounter

wireless errors at the time instant of 10s, 30s, and

50s, the routing suddenly loses the connection to

node 1 (due to many frame errors at wireless links

around node 1). Thus the protocol needs to carry

out an additional route discovery in order to recover

the path, which sometimes blocks FTP traffic as

shown at the instant of 30 seconds.

In contrast to the above, we have different results

as shown in Fig. 2(b) when we enable the proposed

scheme in the same configuration. Initially, node 0

uses the path of node 0, node 1, and node 3 to

reach node 3 as observed in the previous case.

When all of the wireless links around node 1 come

to have the state of reliability of 0.15 at the time

instant of 10s, 30s and 50s, the proposed scheme

provides alternative link information (connecting to

node 2) to AODV. Thus, AODV can easily change

its routing path from node 0, node 1, and node 3 to

node 0, node 2, and node 3 without involving an

expensive route discovery procedure.

Table 1. TCP throughput for AODV.

Average PER AODV

Wireless

links around

node 1

Wireless

links around

node 2

Average rate (Mb/s)

0.4 0.6 0.8860

0.5 0.5 0.8761

0.6 0.4 1.0757

0.7 0.3 1.1967

0.8 0.2 1.6886

0.9 0.1 2.0256

1.0 0.0 2.2098

Additionally, Tables 1 and 2 present the average

throughput when we set the reliability of the

wireless links around nodes 1 and 2 to different

values in the previous configuration. The table

depicts that AODV and particle filter-assisted

AODV show similar performance when wireless

links are sharply stated as being in the ON or OFF

state, but the particle filter-assisted AODV performs

better than AODV in the other cases by using

alternative links. Note that the values in the table

are obtained by taking the average over 10

simulation runs.

VI. Conclusion

In this letter, we proposed to use multiple links for
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a routing path between pairs of source and

destination robots, and to employ a particle filter to

choose the best link according to the current link

Table 2. TCP throughput for the particle filter-assisted

AODV.

Average PER
Particle filter-assisted

AODV

Wireless

links around

node 1

Wireless

links around

node 2

Average rate (Mb/s)

0.4 0.6 1.1274

0.5 0.5 1.0071

0.6 0.4 1.1630

0.7 0.3 1.3169

0.8 0.2 1.7225

0.9 0.1 2.0233

1.0 0.0 2.2233

status at the time instant of forwarding each

packet. The estimation is conducted as following

steps. At the initial step, the filter initializes N

particles represented by weights. The filter repeats

next three steps until the final step. First, the filter

predicts the node at the next time step. Second, the

filter calculates each particle's weight. Third, the

filter resamples particles by deleting particles with

small weights and replicates particles which have

higher weights. By using the particle filter, the

choice of a node with the best link status is

performed at a higher speed. Simulation results

clearly indicate that the proposed scheme makes the

routing path robust to link failure.
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